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Download ->>->>->> http://bit.ly/2NGX7q5

About This Game

* 99% Translated. Only the "2D Fighter Maker 2nd" engine's system interface (i.e. key / gamepad configuration) is
not translated.

An Action Game containing monster girls, extreme battles and nonsensical fun!

Half dragon, magical werecat girl, harpy, mono-eye, minotaur warrior girl,
dark lamia magician, dark elf beast tamer... and more!

- No difficult input commands! Perform your fabulous combos with ease!
- Special moves are one button commands! Perfectly land your Monsterific Skillz!

- Fully voiced with a main story included!

Simple Controls Explanation
A: Consecutively Press for Combination Attack

B: Knock Back Attack, Select the direction with the arrow keys.
C: Skill. Use the arrows keys for different kinds (Uses Skill Gauge)

D: Monster Move. (uses SUPER Gauge)
E: Not Used

F: Displays Fighting Moves
Counter: Press the opposite direction to your opponent with the arrow keys
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Okay, what's the secret to this locomotive? The pan is up, everything is on, the control switck is set to RUN and the brakes are
off. No response when I raise the throttle. Am I missing something?
************************
Edited 8\/27\/2017

Thank you jacob55155. You were correct in that I didn't hold the control to reset long enough. THe loco runs fine now.

To those who felt it necessary to ask "Did you read the manual?" let me say tha the manual says nothing about the control switch
or how to use it. The manual talks only of the braking system and pumping up the pantograph on a cold loco. Obviously none of
you read the manual so your comment is worthless.

As for the down rate, that is changed as of this edit.. I just bought the game today. I have done a first look at the game and so far
I am impressed. As with all early access games, the game is not completely ready to play. If you are not into testing a game and
waiting for updates to progress in the game, early access games are not for you.

This being said. I feel the graphics are very good. The concept for the game looks to be very intersting and has promise. The
voice over for the text is great. If the developer continues to update the game on a regular basis, this game has alot of potential.

I will say this again. If you are not into early access games, the game is not for you at this time. I suggest you wait awhile before
purchasing the game. If you like to play early access games and like to get involved with the developer as the game development
progresses. Purchase the game now and have fun as the game is devloped.

Here is a link to my first look at the game.
https:\/\/goo.gl\/3pMy17

Jadiwan
https:\/\/goo.gl\/aqcgiM. All the run-and-gun action of the original A.R.E.S. with some reworked mechanics that work in the
game's favor. First, there is only one type of scrap now. This means that you no longer need to grind for the 3 different types
like you did in the original. Second, you now have to find upgrade chips before you are able to build the upgrade. This
effectively stops players from getting really overpoowered too early on. Third, there are some reworked levels. Those can be
good or bad depending on your opinions. Finally, there's the added character Taurus. He's more tanky than ARES, and all of his
weapons are shorter ranged, but with more area of effect and a slightly different story line. Overall, this game is on par with the
original, if not a little bit better. However, it would be definitely better if they would add in the Berserker suit and soundtrack
already!. Having spawned on the Xbox 360 some years ago gararge based indie developer POMPOM brings the colorful
psychedelic and challenging twin stick shooter Mutant Storm Reloaded to the PC, Having difficulties mirroring martial arts
belts from white to black this shooter is a terror at higher difficulty settings. Featuring 89 levels and two modes; Adventure and
Tally. There's plenty of content and challenge that makes MSR a bargain for the introductory price and a must own for fans of a
games like Robotron and Geometry Wars.. I'd give a middle thumbs if it would exist, but as there is none I have to give a
thumbs down.

I absolutely adored Plants vs Zombies and the only thing I think was missing in that game was a harder difficulty. Now this
game clearly tries to be like Plants vs Zombies, and ....that's the problem. It's an okay game, but it just won't ever be as good.

Let's start with the ugly:

First, the translation of pretty much everything is horrendous. Worse than in Early Access. In times of Google translate that's
just not acceptable English anymore, sorry. Developers, fix that!

In fact, everything written is bad. The descriptions of units is not very helpful, the tutorial texts just painful. Amateur hour.

Why do I get 1,2 or 3 stars? I have mostly 3, but why? A few things could really use tooltips.

The levels itself have some variety, but in my eyes it takes to many levels to see that variety. I've got the feeling I've made 10
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levels each that have the same backgound and enemies, not even the difficulty is very different.

Plants vs Zombies had the Greenhouse to plant things, this game has the barracks.... It's basically just a place where you go into
to collect some additional money. Boring.

The castle siege maps are broken, those are way way way to easy, I doubt this was intended? A change that every line needs to
break the castle instead of just one would make things a bit better.

It's hard with the speed spell to click on a unit behind a unit. Or... not possible.

Now the good things:

Music gets better with some levels, even if it's pretty bad the first few levels.
The game is challenging and you can play around with tactics. I think in general the fights are quite well done.
There is variety in play styles, those are well done too, even if castle siege as stated needs an overhaul.

-----------------

So, the game is not bad, it's just for a clone not very good either. The whole little details and charm that Plants vs Zombies had
is just not anywhere to be seen in this game, which is sad, but also understandable, as it's difficult to reach that level of quality
and humor. I think also that using Unity for this game was probably the fastest choice, but maybe not the best. Everything looks
and feels very Unity like.

If you don't have Plants vs Zombies, buy that one instead. If you are on detox from PvZ and want more, buy this one, you will
have a good time. But I'd say the price is a bit to steep with over 10 dollars in my country. 5-6 dollars would be fair.

All in all I think another half a year in development would have been good for this game.. I was not sure of getting this game
since I had some credit left and just needed a few dollars to cover the rest of the cost. But after playing it a while, it seemed like
a neat idea. But then it gotten pretty boring. You are extremely limited to what you can actually make in the game with a very
limited about of combinations to make new elements. Plus it is hard as heck to even figure out how to make sure elements
without using hints. I was tempted to use Gamefaqs or youtube videos to find the combinations, but that would have take the
"fun" out of the game. It is almost required to find the combos on the internet to make any progress.

Sadly I only got far enough to get to the artifacts parts and it seems you need the right elements to make them. Not sure if the
game would have gotten better if I found more elements, but I have a slight feeling it would have barely gotten any better.

Plus once you start gathering the elements, you can't really do much with them other then solve future puzzles. I wish you would
have been able to help build your own civilation, help the people futher themselves, maybe do quests or help a person or group
on a epic quest adventure. Sadly you can't do that. I think that would of made the game more fun. Plus it would have helped if
you can make your own fairly custom things like some different technology, creatures, etc, that would have been pretty fun.

So sadly I would not recommend the game. But what I suggest could be a great game that could be started on Kickstarter or
something. If anyone ever gets interested in the idea, let me know and make sure I get credit or something out of it.. I played all
Deponia series, and indeed this is a delightful series to play. However, I can't understand the embedded racism in the game. So
clear and revolting. One of the very few black female characters introduced in the game ended up "sold" to replace a dancing
"monkey" who ran away. Yuk!. I'm absolutely disgusted in the port of this game. There was clearly no effort and or love in
updating and or adding this onto steam. This was clearly for a cash grab and anyone with common sense would know to refund
this and or just avoid buying this.

The game has no settings at all for changing key binds or any settings to speak of for adjusting the screen, resolution or whether
you want this in windowed mode! The models are all over the place and they went out of there way to completely ruin the
interface of the base game from the ps1 and or the pc edition. There is no inventory room and the look of the new interface is
trash compared to the original.

I found out about this game and was elated at first to see this on steam and it being multiplayer. Upon first entering into the
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game you are greeted with instant ear♥♥♥♥♥♥to ♥♥♥♥ing destroy your mood. You are given a stupid large screen with a
floaty and spastic ♥♥♥♥ing mouse sensitivity. To my surprise there was no settings to speak of other than changing pointless
shadows and "graphics" there is no graphics on the ps1 it's all polygons for ♥♥♥♥s sake. They put more effort into remaking
the ♥♥♥♥♥♥ user face that actually looks and is worse than the original! Go figure they managed to ♥♥♥♥ing scrap this
together with no effort as it was intended.

I tried the combat and just basic movement is aweful as there is no control with the sensitivity of the mouse. There is no
remapping of keys. There is no ♥♥♥♥ing game. They managed to make the game harder than it originally was.

OH I'M SORRY I DIDN'T REALIZE NOVICE MEANT ♥♥♥♥ING EXPERT.
(that's a inside joke about the game difficultly due to the fact that the game is basically un♥♥♥♥ing playable.)

There is no indication of what keys do what. No indication of anything. Due to the fact that you can innately see through the
building, other npc's and the fact that half of them are just a ♥♥♥♥ing arm and or just a ♥♥♥♥ing broom or tool that they are
holding. most of the npc's don't have models and or are just ♥♥♥♥ing missing. The shops are all bland and empty unlike the
original. The mechanics just feel ♥♥♥♥ing clunky unlike the playstation one god dammit.

This is just sad to see and unfortunate for me to have had to ♥♥♥♥ing experience.

Sorry for anyone else who happens to suffer the same as I did.

Please avoid buying this game and I honestly hope that they attempt to update and or even allow modding. Due to the fact that
the community would probably remaster the game and do a better job that what the developers would have.

Chow
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it was only fun for so long
. There's a user-defined tag for this product that reads "casual." I can't really say that this product is for the most casual observer
of Go\/Igo\/Weiqi\/Baduk.

However, what I can say is that if you're an amateur player looking for an AI Go sparring partner then here's your option on
Steam. In fact, it appears to be one of the most compelling options at the moment for playing this game on Steam (the other
being Tabletop Simulator if you have a friend).

Verdict: If you want to Go it solo on Steam (all easy puns intended) and practice against one of the more competent AI's on the
market, here is your choice. But for $80 let's hope that future updates or "The Second Edition" will be included.

I'll recommend it for the purpose of hopefully inspiring more products such as this to hit the Steam Store. With even more hope,
I'd like to see something like KGS or Tygem on here as well.. Not worth the money. Very incomplete, will never be updated.
Scam.. First of all, there is no online multiplayer. so right there steam trolled you hard like the steam train it is. second it says co-
op and mulitplayer........... WTF that sounds like online play to me. Third its no mass effect. With only 2 hours in(more to come)
I dare to state that this is the best early access game of the year 2015.. Love the gameplay, hate the visuals.

If you like SpaceChem, you'll like this too.

But the visuals... They took arguably the ugliest color known to man; screaming light cyan, and made every - EVERY - element
this color. And wtf is up with the border of cyan doilies.. I don't like the story: the parts about the everyday life are ok, but when
the "serious" stuff comes it looks unlogical and unrealistic for me. Also I don't like that I need to complete all other endings to
open the true one.
P.S. Some music tracks are really good.. If you want to see just how bad it is and laugh and the horrid quality, feel free to try it
(but get it on sale if you do...). pros:
+ Immensely engaging little puzzle game with easy controls and NO camera issues;
+ Outstanding immersion: when I standed up from my PC I couldn't tell whether or not I'm in the forest for a good 10 minutes;
+ Does not crash for me

cons:
- I couldn't find any, even though I stared at the screen very intently.

P.S. This game has a lot of trees - so it's greenpeace and nature-friendly ;))))))))))
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